Lectio divina, the Latin term for an ancient monastic approach to religious reading, gets attention these days in a good number of books and essays. The term's appearance signals a growing interest in an older style of reading through which religious readers make contact with the divine through a slow, meditative engagement of a text, most often the Scriptures but also other hallowed writings. Characteristic of the approach was a movement beyond the literal sense of a Biblical text to a more personal spiritual meaning. The term appears in the Rule of Benedict where Benedict (ca. 480-ca. 550) prescribes that those in the monastery should have certain hours for manual labor as well as others for lectio divina. The Rule provides for about three hours of such reading each day.
rising secularism. In the area of liturgy the work of both French and German Benedictine monks (Guéranger and the Wolters) had called for and pursued an investigation of early liturgical texts in the mid-1800s. 5 By the 1930s such a return to sources in theology had among its ardent proponents Henri de Lubac, Jean Danielou, and Jean Leclercq who in part turned their attention to the patristic and monastic approach to biblical texts. Already in the 1920s, Denys Gorce had produced the first part of a work entitled La 'lectio divina' des origenes du cénobitisme à saint Benoit et Cassiodore (1925) ; as it turned out he never continued the work beyond Saint Jerome's contribution to lectio divina. 6 In 1927 Ursmer Berlière included a chapter on lectio in his influential work on Benedictine asceticism. 7 Then in the 1940s Dańielou and de Lubac worked diligently to begin a series Sources Chrétiennes which made available patristic texts in critical editions along with French translations as part of this larger movement of returning to sources. Daniélou and de Lubac also both later contributed significantly to the understanding of the patristic approach to biblical texts with the publication, respectively of Sacramentum Futuri: Études sur les origènes de la typologie biblique 8 and Exégèse medieval: Les quatre sens de l'ecriture. 9 De Lubac in a separate volume had given attention to the highly influential work of Origen regarding biblical interpretation. 10 These scholars were drawing attention to the movement beyond the historical, literal sense of a text to a discovery of deeper spiritual senses found in the patristic tradition. Reading, following the lead of figures such as Origen, meant moving beyond the literal to senses that would impact more on the spiritual life and transformation of the reader. This was the style of reading that early monastic legislators and teachers embraced.
Still, it was Jean Leclercq's 1957 L'amour des lettres et le désir de Dieu: Initiation aux auteurs monastiques du Moyen
Age that raised appreciation of lectio divina to a new level.
11 His review of medieval monastic authors and discussion of monastic theology highlighted an approach to theologizing that, while distinct from scholastic theology, was nevertheless quite complete and nuanced. Leclercq showed how monastic theology grew out of the practice of lectio divina. The practical, experiential theology that emerged was not an academic exercise but one related to the forging of a better person.
12 "Monastic theology is a confessio; it is an act of faith and of recognition; it involves a 're-cognition' in a deep and living manner by means of prayer and the lectio divina of mysteries which are known in a conceptual way; explicit perhaps, but superficial." 13 A surge of appreciation for the scriptural Word and the ancient practice of lectio unfolded more dramatically in the Roman Catholic Church after 1960. Leclercq, through speaking and writing, promoted this development.
Just prior to Leclercq's spearheading a movement to appreciate monastic theology and lectio divina, Beryl Smalley and others scholars were pursuing investigations of the changing approach to biblical texts in the medieval period and the growing attention given to the literal, historical sense of biblical texts. While not always appreciative of the distinctive monastic approach to texts, Smalley advances occurring with the rise of scholasticism. 14 In the preface to her third edition, she appropriately notes the contributions of de Lubac and Leclercq to an appreciation of the richness of the monastic approach. 15 Within the Roman Catholic community, the Second Vatican Council (1963-65) fostered a return to the Scriptures in its Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation, Dei Verbum. 16 This document recognized the central place of the Scriptures in Christian life. It recovered a vital practice for Scripture reading in Christian spirituality and encouraged people to read once again in the ancient way. In the 1970s, articles 17 and then, in the 1980s, books 18 appeared laying out the rudiments of lectio divina for the uninitiated. In Roman Catholic circles a further boost to the practice came in 1993 with the Pontifical Biblical Commission's document The Interpretation of the Bible in the Church. Although the discussion of lectio is brief and the document is more concerned with endorsing the historical-critical method as well as more recent literary methods as effective tools in interpreting Scripture, still the document recognized the practice as an appropriate use for nourishing the spiritual life. 19 Likewise, passing references to lectio in the Catechism of the Catholic Church can be seen as further stamps of Roman Catholic approval, even without extensive explanation of the practice. 20 In the 1990s the number of books and articles on lectio divina multiplied considerably. 21 Pope Benedict XVI in a 2005 address to a meeting celebrating the fortieth anniversary of Dei Verbum, the Dogmatic Constitution on Revelation of theolib.org
Vatican II, spoke in strong support of the practice of lectio divina. 22 The practice also began to catch the attention of various Protestant authors who saw it as resonating with the practice of devotional reading of the Scripture. 23 Complementing the renewed appreciation of lectio divina on the contemporary scene, work continued on patristic authors as well as respected monastic and theological writers of the medieval period providing a fuller backdrop to the practice and its benefits. Karen Jo Torjesen's work on Origen's method helped situate him as a major promoter of a reading of Scripture that moved from the letter to the spirit and guided readers in understanding how a particular text spoke to them in their particular life circumstances. 24 Brian Stock approached Augustine as a reader and mapped out in considerable detail how Augustine approached reading as a way of coming to self-knowledge. 25 Stock also helpfully considers the differences between lectio divina and a later lectio spiritualis. 26 Put simply, lectio spiritualis as it slowly evolved was less concerned with text and more focused on thought processes and emotional responses of the reader. Gradually, spiritual reading displaces the traditional lectio divina, especially as the Scriptures, untranslated into vernacular languages until much later, became less accessible to many people.
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Douglas Burton-Christie ably commented on the development of lectio among the desert elders who flourished prior to Benedict in the fourth and fifth centuries in Egypt. In The Word in the Desert he indicates how a "desert hermeneutic" emerges from the efforts of these monastic ascetics to understand the Scriptures through living them. 28 Scripture texts were not to be thought about so much as to be performed. This is the reading practice that becomes embedded in the monastic way of life as an important constituent of monastic formation; lectio comprised a significant portion of the monastic day as is clear in Benedict's provisions for it. While the practice continued in monastic environments, different approaches to reading emerged along with the rise of scholasticism. The practice of silent reading takes over as punctuation and space between words make it possible to grasp words quickly without sounding the letters out aloud. Prior to this monks and others read aloud which meant that reading was a more holistic and social activity for them. Paul Saenger has provided a thorough investigation of this evolution in Space Between Words: The Origins of Silent Reading.
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As the ancient style of reading comes under threat from a more academic approach which sought to question and analyze texts and no longer approaches texts with the same reverence, two works appear that are out to defend and more carefully 22 "I would like in particular to recall and recommend the ancient tradition of lectio divina: the diligent reading of Sacred Scripture accompanied by prayer brings about that intimate dialogue in which the person reading hears God who is speaking, and in praying, responds to him with trusting openness of heart (cf. Dei Verbum, n.25). If it is effectively promoted, this practice will bring to the Church -I am convinced of it -a new spiritual springtime. As a strong point of biblical ministry, lectio divina should therefore be increasingly encouraged, also through the use of new methods, carefully thought through and in step with the times. is "the first book written on the art of reading" as well as comments on the impact that this shift in reading style had at Hugh's times and reflects on an analogous shift today as the book is replaced by the screen. 32 Guigo's work is possibly dependent on Hugh's and presents a four-fold lectio process which includes reading, meditation, prayer, and contemplation (Hugh had included a fifth element: action [operatio]). 33 Guigo intended to pass on the practice as he knew it but he already includes, as did Hugh, a more active intellectual approach to meditation than seems to be the case in the earlier monastic and patristic sources as well as a prayer that is more devotional than petitionary, also in contrast to previous practice. 34 Duncan Robertson in Lectio Divina: The Medieval Experience of Reading, observes that lectio divina reaches a high point in the twelfth century with both Hugh and Guigo writing about the reading process and Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) illustrating in his sermons and scriptural commentaries the lectio process. 35 With the advent of the thirteenth century lectio divina gives way to scholastic reading and lectio to the lecture. Another shift had also been occurring. The Bible, still clearly perceived as the inspired Word of God, was nonetheless thought to be something that could be available only to those who could understand it and was certainly not to be available to everyone. 36 
A Return to Bible Reading
While some tried to keep the Scriptures out of the hands of the ordinary person, some individuals worked to get the Scriptures into more hands by converting them into a language ordinary people could comprehend. Or, it can at least be said that some people supported the principle that the Scriptures should be available to all. Among these latter falls the English reformer John Wyclif (c.1330-1384). 37 For him the Scriptures were the text for Christian instruction. The meaning of a text, he assumed, was available and transparent to anyone without need of Church intervention. To arrive at the meaning Wyclif recommended that people read the Scriptures with an attitude of humble seeking and openness to the Spirit. 38 His concern was primarily with the plain, literal sense of the texts because that basic meaning was the true law for Christians. He would, however, allow for the fact that the literal, understood as the divine author's intention, could include figurative or metaphorical meanings. In this way he broadened the understanding of the literal sense and set the stage for later Reformers who accepted this expanded understanding of the literal while distancing themselves theolib.org from the more fanciful interpretations associated with the spiritual senses. 39 For Wyclif, the Scriptural text speaks to each reader in a way that transcends time, giving him or her the opportunity to respond to Christ truly present, and thereby find Wisdom. 40 Wycliffite English translations of the Bible struck the English Church officials as a vulgarization of sacred writing -"casting pearls before swine." 41 These translations were burned and so were their owners, confirmed heretics by the very ownership of these texts. 42 Not until the sixteenth century's Protestant Reformation did vernacular translations of the Bible based on Greek and Hebrew documents, not on the Latin Vulgate text, become more common. The rapid spread was due, in part, to encouragement by Protestant reformers to read the Scriptures. Martin Luther and other reformers initially promoted popular reading of the Bible. Soon, however, they too realized the dangers Bible reading held for many ordinary Christians and, for fear of heterodox interpretations, introduced some controls. Luther's remarks show a definite shift away from encouraging untrained lay people to read the Scriptures toward recommending the practice of reading the catechism. The catechism became the layperson's bible. 43 Zwingli, Melancthon, and Calvin all eventually came to share a similar perspective on the availability of the Scriptures for the average person.
Nevertheless, a major shift had occurred among Christians with the sixteenth-century reformation movements. An invitation to read the Bible had gone out; German Pietists in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries continued the push for personal Bible reading. 44 Now that it was recognized that the Bible was for everybody, the practice of "intensive reading" reigned supreme. That is how historians of reading characterize the practice of reading and rereading a small number of books, the Bible given preeminence of place among them. Church leaders were convinced that, with repeated readings, the Bible would interpret itself to the reader correctly since the Biblical texts had their own internal logic. 45 With the sixteenth-century reform movement, a different approach to interpretation also becomes prominent. Eschewing the spiritual senses as too contrived, readers now focused on what was designated as the grammatical, literal, or historical sense of a passage. The allegorical meaning of texts, while not completely abandoned, was of little concern. 46 Strong interest in the literal meaning spurred interest in studying texts in their original languages. As a response to this grassroots movement of Bible reading, the Council of Trent (1545-1563) did consider the issue of vernacular Bibles, but the Roman Catholic Church never made a formal declaration in its conciliar statements. Still, vernacular translations of the Bible enjoyed a limited circulation among the Catholic populace. In the English-speaking world the Douay-Rheims The climate for Bible reading among Catholics got a little better under Pope Benedict XIV (1740-1758) who issued a brief that authorized the use of appropriate vernacular translations by all and required no written permissions. 48 Another threat to Bible reading that did not affect so much the average Catholic lay person, already distanced from Scripture, was the rise of an historical-critical approach to biblical texts in the eighteenth century. This approach disparaged the allegorical focus of Patristic exegesis and concerned itself with the literal text and an author intention. Protestant biblical scholars meanwhile led the way in applying historical-critical methodology to the Scriptures. On the promising side of this development, historical-critical reading clarifies what an author intended to communicate and avoids past excesses associated with spiritual exegesis. This critical approach has enjoyed fuller acceptance within ecclesial communities as the way to approach biblical texts. What continues to be debated though is the place of the spiritual senses -that dimension that was so important in the earlier periods and that had to do with the spiritual impact of the text on the reader.
The debate already took on urgency in the 1940s, as scholars preparing critical editions of patristic texts had to deal with classic examples of spiritual exegesis in writers of that era such as Origen. 49 While not disparaging historical-critical methods, Henri de Lubac called for a renewed appreciation of the ancient way of understanding biblical texts. He and others saw the spiritual sense or spiritual exegesis as a valid theological method that moves from the literal sense of a text to applying its message to particular circumstances of the reader/interpreter. 50 In 1946 Leclercq contributed to the conversation about the value of the spiritual senses by discussing the monastic tradition of lectio divina. He pointed out that the medieval monastic authors he had studied did not typically disregard the literal sense and so could not be labeled as anti-historical. Yet they were able to draw from the passages that they commented on real spiritual nourishment. They moved beyond the historical, literal sense to an experiential and spiritual sense.
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The debate between the place of historical-critical exegesis and the place of spiritual exegesis continues; what has changed is the recognition of the spiritual practice of lectio divina as a more equal partner in the debate has gained ground. 52 
Lectio Divina in Broader Perspective
There are a number of recent studies which offer an overview both historically and theologically of the practice of lectio divina. Raymond Studzinski's Reading to Live: The Evolving Practice of Lectio Divina traces the practice from its roots in the ascetic movement in the early church and monastiscism to its rediscovery in recent times and also notes modern commentators from a variety of perspectices who spell out lectio's potential for a twenty-first century society. 53 Mario Masini offers a thorough treatment of historical and theological dimensions of lectio in his La "lectio divina": Teologia, spiritualità, metodo. 54 A fine synthesis of patristic and monastic sources foundational to lectio is Archbishop Mariano Magrassi's Praying the Bible: An Introduction to Lectio Divina. 55 Paul J. Griffiths relates the Christian approach to reading Scriptures embodied in lectio divina to the approach to reading in other world religions in Religious Reading: The Place of Reading in the Practice of Religion. 56 He draws attention among other things to the particular attitudes religious readers have to the texts that they read and contrasts religious readers with what he calls "consumerist readers" who are quick to discard what they have read because they have no further use for it. Religious readers see their texts as rich treasurehouses which are never exhausted. 57 Michael Casey's Sacred Reading: The Ancient Art of Lectio Divina offers a more in-depth presentation of the art intended to help those already engaged in the practice for some years. He is especially interested in considering how lectio prepares for and relates to contemplation. 58 There is a plethora of popular treatments of lectio divina by writers from various denominations. Some of the earlier works are still among the best available; these would include the following by Catholic authors: Enzo Bianchi's Praying the Word: An Introduction to Lectio Divina; 59 63 Growing appreciation of the role of spiritual practices or disciplines in religious transformation has sparked the interest of Protestant writers who may or may not make an explicit link to lectio divina as they present an engaged way of reading the Scriptures. An early book in this regard is Walter Wink's The Bible in Human Transformation: Toward a New Paradigm in Biblical Studies. 64 Among
